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By DANNY PARISI

A new startup that envisions "jewelry as a service" has just raised $5 million in capital investment, suggesting the
sharing economy is alive and well in luxury.

Flont, as the company is called, was founded last year and has just completed its first successful funding round. The
startup allows customers to rent fine jewelry on a rolling basis, returning them when they are done or buying the
piece if they like it.

"I've seen firsthand how the jewelry industry has changed, and how it has been impacted by ecommerce," said
Cormac Kinney, CEO and founder of Flont, New York. "People want to shop online and on their phones, but fine
jewelry is a high-touch sale.

"You want to hold it, feel the weight and show it to your significant other before making a purchase," he said. "I also
saw the growth of the sharing economy, like AirBnB, ZipCar and Rent the Runway. Sharing, combined with 'Try and
Buy' seemed ideal for fine jewelry it's  expensive, you don't wear it all the time and having more variety is better.

"This inspired me to create a solution that consumers would love, and that would benefit designers like my wife.
Flont enables the discovery of talented artisans and lets consumers enjoy an unlimited selection of beautiful
jewelry, while keeping the pieces they love forever."

Sharing economy
The sharing economy has disrupted industries far and wide, from taxi services to fashion.

Flont is seeking to bring some of that same level of innovation and disruption to the fine jewelry industry with its
"jewelry as a service" business model.

Instead of purchasing pieces individually, Flont allows customers to sign up for a rolling collection of high-end
jewelry pieces that they can rent for a time before returning.
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Since its launch in October of 2016, the company has experienced 100 percent monthly growth rates, signaling a
compelling desire for this type of service among jewelry connoisseurs.

A piece available from Flont. Image credit: Flont

Customers with Flont can get a new jewelry piece shipped to them at regular intervals, which they return in exchange
for another new piece. For pieces that a customer really loves, they have the option to pay extra to keep it forever, a
process that Flont calls "Try and Buy" and that the startup claims makes it unique among similar fashion
subscription services.

Flont's successful funding round drew investors from around the world, including Hong Kong. The startup will use
this capital to grow its staff as well as its inventory of fine jewels.

The confidence from investors as well as the strong growth of users each month show that Flont's business model
may just have some legs.

Jewelry service
The sharing economy is becoming a major part of the business world, and brands are working to figure out how
best negotiate this new trend.

A recent Robb Report survey found that 37 percent of affluents, and 60 percent of the wealthy, have shared their
homes, vehicles, yachts, jets, apparel, jewelry and/or watches. Affluents are becoming more comfortable with the
development of a sharing economy, but feel most at ease renting out their home or lending a piece of jewelry or
watch, at a rate of 80 percent and 40 percent, respectively.

This trend is reflected in the rise of services, many of which are offered via mobile connectivity, that streamline the
sharing economy (see story).
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Flont's home page. Image credit: Flont

Flont's successful fundraising round comes on the heels of a similar service that also saw significant support from
investors.

Membership-based horology club Eleven James recently raised an additional $30 million in capital to keep pace
with increasing demand.

Eleven James has found great success in the sharing economy through a platform of "discover, experience and
share" within the luxury environment. Through its membership programs for men and women, watch lovers can
borrow timepieces from the industry's top brands such as Cartier and Jaeger-LeCoultre (see story).

Taken together, these startups show that even in the luxury world, the appeal of the sharing economy is strong.
Customers enjoy being able to try things out before they buy them, as well as experiencing a rotating collection of
new products without having to commit to one for too long.

"By leveraging the Internet, many more products can now work as a service, all providing an experience, or product
use, at a fraction of the cost," Flont's Mr. Kinney said. "This revolutionized jet ownership, and more recently,
software and data centers.

"Luxury brands are sensitive, because they must protect their image and exclusivity," he said. "So as more
consumers prefer services and experiences over ownership, the luxury industry needed a new model.

"How can you sell a $5,000 bracelet on a smartphone? Either you advertise massively, or you find another way to put
it on a client's wrist."
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